corriere della sera
MEDIA DETAILS
Since 1876 Corriere della Sera has been the best national newspaper for its tradition and
its prestige. From time immemorial it has been in the centre of national life due to its
authority and its credibility. Corriere della Sera follows and analyzes social. cultural. political
and economic dynamics of the nation.
The newspaper appears more and more modern. accessible and pleasant in reading thanks
to: its simple and clear style. its effective but moderate voice and its plain and catchy
graphics. without losing its reliability and its objectivity.
Every day Corriere meets the information and entertainment needs of qualified readers: it
offers not only news. information about politics and society columns directed by the best
Italian and international journalists. but also articles dedicated to culture. entertainment and
events.
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What is more. Corriere offers to its readers in-depth analysis of different subjects in the form
of sections. supplements and editions. Additionally. Week End of Corriere offers further
contents: ‘Tempi liberi’ (Free time) is a Saturday supplement dedicated to entertainment.
delights of life. journeys and news from the world of fashion. furnishings. cosmetics and
technology. On Sunday we will find some interesting information about culture: personalities
from the world of Italian culture sign articles and inedited stories following in a modern way
the tradition of the cultural column.
Finally. a pleasant way to satisfy curiosity and hobbies are different special editions: to begin
with ‘Moda’ (Fashion) and ‘Beauty’. finishing with ‘Orologi’ (Watches) and special regional
editions: numerous useful and pleasant in-depth analysis prepared by Corriere della Sera.
Corriere della Sera network has become even more integrated thanks to its multimedia
character: it is present also in the Web. on Mobile and on iPad.

